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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project concerns the demonstration of the !easibility

of the tuning and stimulation of nuclear radiation. It

represents a critical line of investigation in our overall

program concerned with the feasibility of a gamma-ray laser.

Theory, supported by our experiments conducted under this

contract, has indicated that anti-Stokes Raman upconversion of

intense but conventional laser radiation proauced by scattering

from isomeric states of nuclear excitation could lead to

significant sources of tunable gamma radiation characterized by

the natural Mossbauer widths of the lines. Furtner computations

have suggested that this type of coherent. as well as a type ot

incoherent, optical pumping could even lead to appreciable levels

of inversion of the populations of nuclear levels, thus

supporting the growth of stimulated gamma-ray intensities.

Whether or not these processes can reach thresnold *epends u-pn

the resolution or basic issues that nave not been previouslv

addressed in an intercisciplinary region between quantum

electronics and nuclear pnvsics. It is the purpose of this

contract work to study these issues experimentally in order to

guide the development of the technology and methods neee to

exploit the enormous potential of this eriect.

SCIENTIFIC PROBLEM

The viability of the concept for thne tuning ox gamma

radiation by adding the variaDie energy o an optical photon

produced by a tunable laser *epenas upon the existence in the

%'r '---
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nucleus of a particular arrangement of excited states. A

suitable energy difference would would make it possible to dress

the nuclear states with the laser photons. Transitions between

the dressed states would then occur at the sum and ci:.erence

frequencies characteristic of the nuclear transition, pius or

minus the energies of integral numbers of laser photons.

Whether the necessary arrangements or nuclear states 11

exist is the central issue being adaressec in this contractea

work. Surprisingly, such intormation is currentiv unKnown

because such potentially useful states would lie in the 'blinc

spots" of the conventional techniques or nuclear spectroscopv.

Normal Mossbauer spectroscopy provides enormous resciuticn. out a

tuning range that is inadequate by orders of magnituce to support

any possible study of transitions to the intermeciate states or a

multiphoton process. Conversely. crystal spectrometers provide

broad tuning ranges, but levels or resolution that miss DV two

orders of magnitude the threshold that would be necessary to

separate the transitions to the initial ana intermeciate states.

As a consequence, the ideal arrangement o: nuclear energy leve!s

needed for the Raman upconversion process couic be a c.mmcn

occurrence that has gone unnoticed because or tne inacequazies o:

conventional nuclear spectroscopy.

The critical problem in this research has two lacetS: 1

the development of an appropriate spectroscopic technique, andc

the search for a suitable medium for a laroe-scale exect. The

dressing of the nuclear states not only atects their energies.

but also changes their transition properties. Forbidden nuclear

transitions snould become allowea so that the metastanilitv Dt
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isomeric states would be "switched oft" as the states were

dressed. This would greatly enhance the prospects :or

stimulating the gamma-ray transition, in addition to rendering it

tunable. It is the development of the investigative

instrumentation and the verification of these predicted effects

that comprise the scientific problem addressed by this contract

research.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

For the resolution of the central issue of the existence of

potentially useful intermediate states in a multiphoton upconver-

sion of optical photons to gamma-ray energies, i, was first

intended to demonstrate sum frequency generation in one case :n

which nonresonant intermediate states were known to exist. This

was the case in which both initial and intermediate states were

magnetic sublevels of the same nucleonic state and in wtich tne

transitions were mediated by the Ml, magnetic dipole operator.

Experimental data reproduced in tne literature suggested that

such a process had already been unknowingly demonstratet fcr the

generation of radiofrequency sidebands to Mossbauer transitions

at the sum and difference frequencies. This suggested the cevel-

opment of a new instrument, a Frequency Modulation Spectrometer

for gamma-ray energies, designed to support the needed studies of

nuclear structure with the precision of Mossbauer spectroscopv

applied over a tuning range of energies lyinq considerably be'!onc

the state-of-the-art at the time our work began. Pursuant to

this goal, we are conducting a conventional single-photon Moss-

bauer experiment in the presence of an intense radi:requencv

%
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field with measurement and parameterization of the conversion

efficiency into the sum frequency line to determine the practicai

limits on the ultimate linewidths and tuning ranges that can be

achieved. This technique will then be used in a "bootstrap"

approach to support a search for accidentally resonant intermed-

iate states. By replacing the radiofrequency excitation with

tunable higher frequencies, it is expected that the tuning range

of Mossbauer spectroscopy can be extended by further orders-of-

magnitude.

PROGRESS DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD

Instrumentation oZ FMS

The sum and difference frequency sidebands proauced on

intrinsic Mossbauer transitions has made possible very el:ective

new instrumentation for high resolution spectroscopy at -amma-ray

energies. A prototype version of this Frequency Modulation

1
Spectrometer (FMS) was first described by our laboratory in

1985, and subsequent refinements were made during tne current

reporting period under this contract and under a reiate.- SD

contract directed by ONR. This device monitors changes in the

intensity of transmitted single-frequencv gamma photons as a

function of frequency of the long wavelength photons o: the

alternating magnetic field in which the absorning nuclei ar?

immersed.

During the past year our prototype Nuclear Raman

Spectrometer" was refined into more mature tecnnologv resulting

in the Frequency Modulation Spectrometer (FM for gamma-rai

energies (Figure 1). The original prototype device nac required
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a tedious level of manual interaction, and this was replaced with

a fully-automated and computerized control system during the

current reporting period. At its heart is a multi-channel scalar

(MCS) and IEEE-488 GPIB interface with an Apple II+ computer.

The MCS was designed to have a 100% duty cycle. The GPIB enables

the spectrometer to sweep continuously through the frequencies of

an rf magnetic field produced with a Wavetek frequen:y

synthesizer. The Mossbauer drive allows the frequency of the

gamma photon to be biased by a constant Doppler shift, if

desired. In its present form, the FMS device has an instrumental

resolution of 100Hz and a continuous tuning range of 10 9 Hz with a

stability of O.1Hz/sec with no mechanical movements required

anywhere. These characteristics are comparable to a Mossbauer

spectrometer with a means of shifting the gamma-ray source,

having a resolution of lOnm/sec and a range of 100mm/sec with a

stability of 0.0nm/sec/sec. Demonstration spectra were acquired

with 5 7 Fe showing isomer shifts and thermal shifts. Because we

were using a modulation type of spectroscopy, the static teatures

could be suppressed, and these different effects were obtained

with unprecedented clarity.

In operation, FMS of 57Fe provides a direct measurement

rf sideband positions and intensities from which one can

extrapolate information about the transitions between -eeman

split energy levels (parent transitions). labeled 1 througn 6 in

Figure 2. Raciofrequency sidebands have been labeled as a

parent transition preceded by a number of 's or -'s, the numDer

of which corresponds to the number of rf field energy quanta
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(order of the sideband) added to or subtracted from Che parent

transition. The symmetrically opposed parent transitions 1 ana 6

are separated by 123.7 MHz in pure iron. Applying a 61.85 MHz

alternating magnetic field to the Fe foil produces (+1) and (-6)

sidebands which overlap in the symmetric center, or transition

center, of the hyperfine structure of the 57 Fe. The energies of

the gamma ray emitted by the source and the transition center of

the absorber differ by the isomer shift, a (Figure 3a). In FMS

the Stokes sideband from parent transition 6, (-6) would be

detected at a frequency of (61.85-&) MHz while the anti-Stokes

sideband from parent transition 1. (+1) would be detectea at a

frequency of (61.85*&) MHz (Figure 3b and c). Therefor, FMS

should produce a spectrum with two peaks aroun. 60 MHz, separate.

by 2a.

If we apply a small Doppler shift. 3. to the source, we

should obtain an FMS spectrum with two peaks around 60 MHz.

separated by 2(A + 3) (Figure 4). Classically, tne frequenc:es

at which sidebands appear, fs, is simpiy

fs(MHz) : v - (P. + iso)] * (!l.6!ord).

where P. is the position of the j'th parent transition mm/seci,

v is the velocity of tne source tmm/sec). iso is the isomer

shift (mm/sec). and ord is the order of the sideoand o! interest.

The source used was in a Pd lattice tiso = -0.l5].

Radiofrequency sideband positions are also apparantiv

affected by the intensity of the rf magnetic fielc Figure 5).

It is yet to be determined whether sideband position :s a

function of intensity as well as frequency ol the r! magnetic
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field, or whether the temperature shift of the parent transitions

is being detected, or both. Since we start with a negative

isomer shift, raising the temperature of the absorber snould

reduce the energy difference between tne source transition ana

the transition center of the absorber. Therefore, increasing tne

rf field intensity should raise the temperature of the absorber

and in turn decrease the isomer shift.

It seems clear that, in addition to providing information

about sideband intensity and position, FMS could also prove to be

a means for direct and accurate measurement of isomer ana

temperature shifts, spectroscopic quantities that are ditficult

to measure with Mossbauer spectroscopy as usually practiced

because of the difficulty in obtaining such small velocities with

such precise control. For the purposes of the gamma-ray laser

program, it is the combination of narrow instrumental width and

large tuning range that offers the greatest attractions.

To dress an isomeric state requires a certain arrangement

of nuclear levels that would make them undetectable t

conventional techniques of nuclear spectroscopy. Our metnod. ct

FMS is tne only means !ouna to Cace tnat can 2e usec to SeieZn

for this combination among the 29 best candidates :or a gamma-r=v

laser. The successes of the new FMS a;paratus :or nuCe Ir

spectroscopy indicate that a much nigher resolution. Zv Dernaps

several more orders o: magnituce, can be achievec tnrougn

reasonable upgrade of the apparatus. i th. range o: tuna~ilitv

does extend to the ferromagnetic spin resonance tFSR) trequenc,.

then it will oo possible to construct a swept frequent,v cv c

*., -. .' -. . ' ' S 1 ' - - ." *: ~" "" ," - • " " , -" *. - - ," " . .:'' '" " " "1
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capable c: continuously tuning over a range of 10 linewidths,

an enormous improvement n the state-of-the-art of nuclear

spectroscopy

Theory oi FMB

Most .aboratory/ sources ci gamma raciation emit at levels of

intensity corresponding to single photon conditions. Mossbauer

experiments are rarely conducted at such great intensities that

tne detection of two photons would be probable in the transit

time spent between source and absorber. Under those conditions,

the perception of gamma rays as streams of particles is

instinctive. Nevertheless, as elements of electromagnetic

radiation they must also be considered as carrier waves of high

frequency. As the name implies, the Frequency Modulation

Spectrometer derives its operation from the modulation of the

gamma-ray carrier and represents a translation into the nuclear

domain of one of the powerful techniques of laser spectroscopy at

the atomic level. As described above, the device itself works

better than the theory describing it, and during the current

reporting period emphasis developed upon refining and validating

the dressed state theory describing the origin of the carrier

modulation. Reviewed in the following material will be five

different approaches to a comprehensive theoretical description.

Not published elsewhere, each is being reported here as each

approach is useful in defining acceptable levels of

approximation.

I
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CONTEXT OF THEORETICAL EFFORTS

In our version of FMS, the spectrum of the gamma photons

emitted by the source is modulated by its passage through a thin,

2ferromagnetic foil immersed in a radiofrequency magnetic field

Most work has been done upon 57Fe with the radiofrequency mag-

netic field being applied in the plane of the foil. Although the

interaction energy of the nuclear magnetic moment directly with

the applied magnetic field is insufficient to cause a significant

perturbation of the system, the applied magnetic field is suffi-

cient to cause the direction of the magnetization within the

material, M(t), to precess in a complicated manner and this

interaction of the nuclear moment with M is of significant magni-

tude.

Ferromagnetism is a cooperative magnetic behavior resulting

from the exchange interaction between the electrons. In ferro-

magnetic materials, the principal effect of the exchange inter-

action is to cause parallel ordering or alignment of the atomic

spins in a common direction, so that there is a large spontaneous

magnetization even in the absence of an applied field. Maximum

ordering is obtained at 00K where the randomizing effect of

thermal agitation disappears. At the Curie temperature T. the

magnetic ordering is destroyed by thermal agitation, and the

spontaneous magnetization disappears. Between these two extremes

a sample of ferromagnetic material is usually divided into small

volumes called domains, which may vary in size, shape and

direction of magnetization. Within each domain, the magnetiza-

tion is uniform and has the maximum or saturation value, M
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characteristic of the material and the temperature. Within a

ferromagnetic material, the magnetization vector Mt) may vary in

direction but not in magnitude, even when traversing a domain

wall. Therefore, changes of the magnetization are precessions

and must be described by equations which reflect this.

The magnetic field at the site of the 5 7 Fe nucleus is the

sum of several large terms which may be positive or negative. In

an 57Fe foil the magnetic field at the nucleus has been deter-
3

mined to be about 330 x 10 Oersteds in the direction opposite to

the local direction of the bulk magnetization, M(t). The elec-

trons respond to the changes of M(t) quite rapidly since the

magnetic moments of the electrons are strongly coupled to M(t)

(the cooperative effect). Thus, in response to any applied

fields, the magnetic field at the site of the nucleus also pre-

cesses in a manner which reflects the precession of the bulk

magnetization. For this reason, the motion ol the magnetization

M(t) must be determined as a function of time as a part ot any

comprehensive description o! the ultimate effects ot applied H

fields upon nuclear states.

The equation of motion of the magnetization vector Mttj is

determined by the Landau-Lifshitz equation:

- F - ;-' ;,'- '

-(l/jyf) dMtt)/dt = M x F - A ; M') .M. '

The gyromagnetic ratio of the electron is given bv -'. and .k is

an experimental parameter obtained from ferromagneti' resznance

studies, A/ M  0 - 3
. The magnetic tield F. ,n equation 2) is

the vector sum of four contributions: 1tne ma;netic !ie.i re-

quired to simulate the magnetic anisotropv eltects inherent t:

V
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the crystal structure of the material, 2) the "magnetostatic"

fields due to the finite size of the sample, 3) the exchange

field, which represents a potential energy term leading to the

ordering of neighboring magnetic dipole moments on a microscopic

scale, and 4) the applied magnetic field. The solutions3'4 to

equation (2) depend strongly on the anisotropy of the material

and on the geometry of the sample and are usually of an exceed-

ingly complicated nature. Approximations were developed to vary-

ing degrees as part of each of the different approaches to the

nuclear sideband problem.

During the past year our efforts to develop a model of the

modulation of the gamma spectrum have focused upon the following

five approaches, to be summarized in this report below:

1. The refinement of the theoretical approach initiated by

C. B. Collins and B. D. DePaola in Optics Letters 10, 25 (1985)

culminating in the results presented at the 1986 IQEC meeting.

We have referred to this as the multiphoton processes in nuclear

states.

2. A literature search and study of the applicability of

the "dressed atom" approach of C. Cohen-Tannoudji.

3. The development of a coherent switch model of the

magnetization Mit) by integrating the Landau-Lifshitz equation.

This model was specific for a thin terromagnetic foil. The

solution for MIt) is in agreement with results presented

elsewhere.

4. The development of a domain wall passage model. This

research does not appear to have been fruitful, although it may
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still be of use.

5. In collaboration with Professor P. Berman of New York

University, the development of solutions to the time dependent

Schroedinger equation utilizing information about the

magnetization derived from approach 3. The resulting method

appears to be the best approach. The computer code is in the

process of development and is being verified first tor the static

case.

1) Multiphoton Processes in Nuclear States of 57 Fe in a
Ferromagnetic Foil Immersed in a Radiofreauencv MagneticField

57
The time-dependent Schroedinger equation of the Fe nucleus

embedded in a ferromagnetic foil immersed in an rf magnetic field

is

ih(d/dt) = HAT {app (t).u + M(t)u + Hd(t)J + Hdn(t).i}W (3)

where

V = the eigenstate of the system,

H A = the atomic Hamiltonian associated with quantum

number(si a,

= the magnetic moment of the nucleus,

Hap p  the applied radiofrequency magnetic field (a few

gauss) with frequency w,,

M the magnetization of the material (kilogauss],

Hd = the demagnetizing field due to the surface poles

developed when M rotates out of the plane of tne foil

(kilogauss),

Hdn the demagnetizing field due to the poles developed

when the nuclear magnetic moment 4i rotates out of the

plane of the foil (very small).



The expression in the brackets represents the interaction of

the nuclear magnetic moment, u. with the vector sum of all of the

magnetic fields to which the nucleus is subjected. The interac-

tion of the magnetic field with the electrons is included in the

behavior of M and therefore does not require another term. This

notation and approach are essentially the same as outlined by

Collins and DePaola2 .

Since the terms H (t).m and H (t)' are small when com-app d

pared to the other terms in the Hamiltonian, they are neglected.

The simplified time dependent Schroedinger equation becomes

ih (af/dt) HA I - {M(t)-p + Hd(t).)} (4)

in the fixed laboratory coordinates.

A new coordinate system is defined in the laboratory, such

that the magnetization M in the plane of the toil corresponds to

the z axis, that is, as M responds to the applied magnetic field

(by rotating in the plane of the foil), the foil is rotated azout

an axis perpendicular to the foil in such a way that M aiways

lies along the z axis of the laboratory coordinates. Doppler

shifts are introduced because the foil is moving, but since the

absorption spectrum is observed along an axis perpendicular to

the foil, only the second order transverse Doppler shift occurs,

which should be negligible. This coordinate system is denoted as

primed in the following material. In it M has constant magnitude

and direction (z axis) as shown in Figure 6. Equation (4) may be

rewritten

iM (W/at)= HA - fM." H d(t)A} 1' W (5)

The magnetic moment of the nucleus, p, is relatea to its angular
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momentum through the equality

SJ jf6)

where x denotes either the ground (g) or excited (e) state of the

nucleus. The symbol UN stands for the nuclear magneton.

AN z (eA/2M) = 0.505 x 10-26 amp-m 2 7)

in the MKS system of units.

The Hamiltonian of a particularlv useful basis set of eigen-

states and energies is obtained from,

HB  = HA  -= H A - xz

where hw corresponds to the total splitting ot the x level by

the magnetization M,

AW x = x s )

In the basis set. the time dependent Schroedinger equation of the

x state,

ih (01Vat) H fro, J AW , Io A o x z o

has solutions of the form,

0(ax,J',m') =  x,J',m'>exp[-i( a 1h - m' xItI. (I)

x

The quantum number(s) a describe the nuclear state x witn energv

E , in the absence of any magnetization !iela in the materia- or

any applied field. The angular momentum state ot tfte nucleus .n

the primed coordinate system is described by J' and m' Tnese

basis states of the system might be describea as tne non-inter-

acting basis" states.

The interacting state I' can ne derivea from tne basis state

70 by means of a rotation througn an angie about an axis

parallel to H idt). This rotation operator is 4ermitian an:

unitary and of the form

II
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R = exp[ix n'J] = exptiioJ) .J12d

where n is a unit vector parallei to the axis of rotation. The

interacting state is given by

'x =  e(io xJd) Fo x 'J'.m ')  (13)

Combining equations (5) and (13), the time dependence of the

angle 0x is given by the equation

( x / t) = g xAN H d t)/M ['14)

If H d(t) is known, the angle 0 (t) can be computed numeri-

cally and therefore may be considered a known function.

The transition amplitude is determined by

iM(da /dt) ih a 15)eg eg

f e (+ioe id )  ' C e ,J ',m * V e- iW "Y" [e + O j 1 [CC J 1'M 1)

I Wo eyI'') oY g

Since R is Hermitian and unitary, this equation may be rewritten

iM a - (!@
eg

0 e- , Y

where

W e g d V e gd V 'i17

The operator Jd is not diagonal in the primed coordinate system

since n is perpendicular to.. (the z axis,,. It is necessary to

10
use the finite rotation matrix to transtorm into a svstem -n

which the z axis is parallel to n. After operating witn 'j en

the finite rotation matrix is again used to return t- tne primed

laboratory system.

The time derivative of the total transition ampiituae in

terms of <1Vme)IW 1W '(m g) is given bY
e e 'Y g g
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eg =(1/2)2 [cB exp[iflIt] <-3/21W 1-1/2> R (t)

+ cB exp(if 2 t] <-1/21W 1-1/2> R2 it)

+ CB expfil 3t] <+1/21W 1-1/2> R2(t) (18)

+ CA expfif 4 t] <-1/21W 1+1/2> R2 (t)

+ CA expFiOst] <+1/2!W Y11/2> R2(t)

+ CA expfifl t] <+3/21W i+/2> R 1 t)]

th
where 0. is the detuning of the i transition as shown in1

Figure 7. That is,

0. =(AE./M) - ,(19)
1 1Y

th
where aE. is the energy of the 1 transition. The concentra-

tions of the ground state levels are c A and c B for m = -1/2 and

m = +1/2 respectively. If the angle 0 is defined by

0 e .% (20)

the factors RI(t) and R 2 (t) which appear in the transition ampli-

tudes are defined as follows:

R (t) (1 +V e- i(30/2 ) + (3 -V) eio/2  (21a)
R2(t) (3 +/ )e - "i(3o/2 )  + (I --,/-3) ei 1 2!b)

The transitions probabilities are calculated from

lrn 1tira i(-ih a ](+ih a ). (22t t eq eg

When RI(t) and R 2 (t) are expandec in Fourier series.

+OD

Ri(t) Z I n (R )n e -inw1t) (23,

there are two components to the transition probability wnich

survive the time averaging procedure. The first is the "normal"

contribution given by

P M
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Ie n j(Rln(Rl)n 1< - 3 / 2 1W 1I-1/2>1 -  !-

+ c2 <+3/2!W, 1+1/2>1 2 6(n-nwl]

+ (R2 )n(R2 )n c l<-l/ 2 1W 1-1/2>1 2 6(2-nw

+ cgl<l1/21W 1-1/2>1 2 6(f)-nw1 )

+ c 2 <-1/21W 1+1/2>12 6(fl -nw)

+ C2A1<+1/21W 1+1/2>1 2  6(11s- nwl. (24)

After R (t) and R2 (t) have been expanded in terms of their

Fourier compoaents, a typical term in the product of the two

expansions shown in (22) is of the form

ii nwn t mw J 2
C.( ME) c (ME). -Z (R iR )M

mn -nw 0M

where (ME). is the matrix element of the i transition. When1

the time average is taken as shown in expression (22), this term

is zero for all m $ n. The summation over m collapses to one

term which does not vanish when the time average is taken. When

m = n, the equality 10 in the limit t--,

2
lim sin 2t (a)

may be used, which introduces the delta functions of frequency.

In reality, the delta functions of zrequency must be re-

placed by Lorentzian distributions centered at the position of

the delta function. The width of the Lorentzian corresponds to

the lifetime of the excited state. The parent lines of the

transition, that is, the spectrum in the absence of the rf magne-
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tic field, correspond to the n = 0 amplitudes,

g0 2 IRI [c2 <-3/21W -1/2 2 (0)

A 1 <+3/21WYI1+1/2>12 6(f)6)]

+I(R2)01 2 c21<-1/21W I-1/2> 2 6(0 (27)

+ c21<+1/21W 1-1/2>12 6(.3)

+ <2 '< - 1/2!WI +1/2>1 2 6(f)

+ cA,<+!/2lW t1*/2>, 2 6 L0)]f

The delta functions of frequency indicate that the parent lines

will be observed at their normal frequencies,

0. = detuning = 0 or AEi/i = w Y. (28)

The intensity of the first order sideband may be found in

the same manner by taking either n = +1. For n = +-i, the

frequencies of the first order sidebands in the absorption spec-

trum is found by taking

- (&Ei/I) - W - =0 ,29)

or

C(&E /M) = (30)

Thus, n +1 corresponds to the first negative sideband and

conversely n -l corresponds to the first positive sidebana.

The absolute magnitudes of (Ri) n govern the amplitudes of the

sidebands. For this reason, it is vitally important to have an

adequate model of the behavior the magnetization M as a function

of time.

The second component is a quantum enhancement wnich acds on

to the "normal" curve whenever the condition.

(. - (. = 131)

(p is any positive or negative integer) is satisfiec, that is.
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whenever two transition energies differ by an integral number of

photons in the rf field. The intensity given by the normal"

curve is increased by the amount

2 / )n [K(Ri) (Rj ) *Ri)nLR.)n] 6(A)inw), (32)
/ n n n-p in n-p n) '2

where,

K = ci c. (ME)i (ME).

As can be seen from expression (33), the enhancements to the

absorption spectrum fall on the same frequencies as the usual

sidebands, including the parent, and occur only when equation

(31) is satisfied. If i = 1 or 6, then R.-x . For all other

values of the index i, then R -R The index j follows the same

rules. For this reason, the quantum enhancement must be deter-

mined on a case-by-case basis.

At this point the model is a direct extension of the one

originally proposed by DePaola and Collins2 which was limited in

validity to the vicinity of a moving domain wall wnere the angle

of rotation of the magnetization M(t) in the plane of tne toil is

large. The extension realized in this section as characterized

in equations (24) and (32) is more generailv valid.

Unfortunately both models share the dependence on the rather

simplified description of the magnetization which strictly

confines Mtt) to a plane. Not surprisingly, neither one

adequately describes the enhancement of the sideband intensity

observed in 57Fe near the applied frequency of 45 MHz. This

enhancement of the sideband amplitude was thought to be due to

the mixing of the Zeeman levels of the grcunc state ty the

%Sl for rC *.fj%%~~ 4 % ~ E- .
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applied magnetic field. For a better understanding of the mixing

effects of an intense field, the 'dressec state theory o .

5,6,7 8.9 e~s
Cohen-Tannoudji ' and S. Haroche was studiec. because it

had been refined and experimentally verified to a very nigh-

degree of accuracy for analogous cases in atomic physics.

Also, before proceeding further, it is necessary to aevelop

a better model for the behavior of the magnetization ;- n tne

presence of an applied rf field. To accomplish this. is

necessary to integrate the Lanaau-Lifshitz equation equation 21

as discussed in sections 3 and 4.

I
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2) "Dressed State" Theory

At first, the work of C. Cohen-Tannoudji56 ' and S.

Haroche 8' on atoms immersed in a strong electromagnetic field

of a single frequency (optical or radio frequencyj is very

attractive conceptually. It departs considerably from the usual

approach in which the interaction of the atom with the applied

electromagnetic field is considered as a perturbation to be

handled using standard perturbation theory. The need for an

alternative arises from the fact that perturbation theory is not

appropriate when the strength of the interaction is large due to

the presence of very strong fields. In the dressed state theory,

the quantized system consists of both the atom and the electro-

magnetic field. The electromagnetic field is handled as an

integral part of the system, not a perturbation, and it is con-

sidered quantum mechanically, not classically.

Exact solutions of the Schroedinger equation are possible

for some systems of atomic levels and polarizations. It is

particularly interesting that the stationary states of the total

Hamiltonian of the dressed atom no longer correspond to a fixed,

well defined number of photons in the field. The number states

In> for the pure radiation field are no longer eigenstates of the

total Hamiltonian. In addition, it can be shown tnat stationary

solutions exist which are a superposition of one or more of the

atomic states calculated in the absence of iields and one or more

of the number states of the field. This theory was used to

predict the sideband intensities of well-known atomic transitions

which were modulated by the application of optical or rt fied!s

states. The "dressed state" theory predicted sideband intensi-

l r F , , -,? ., -, ..-..... ..-.... , ....,..-.,,.... ......,..
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ties as functions of the interaction energy (or field strength)

very successfully. It is reasonable to inquire whether the same

formalism could be adapted to the analogous case in nuclei.

Maxwell's equations, which govern the interaction ana propa-

gation of electromagnetic fields. are linear and may be solved in

terms of a Fourier decomposition. Magnetization is a more com-

plex phenomenon, and it is expected that the solutions to tne

Landau-Lifshitz equation for obtaining M(t) will contain a

number of harmonics of the frequency of the applied magnetic

field. Each of these harmonics may then be considered to be an

independent "dressing field" in the sense that Cohen-Tannoudji

. uses the term. If done in this way, the results should be summed

over the harmonics which appear.

With this approach in mind, an extensive study was mace of

the publications concerning the dressed atom. The most compre-

hensive treatise was written by S. Haroche anc publishec in

Annales de Physique in 1971 in French. The results of the lit-

erature search were condensed into an internal document titlec

"The Interaction of the Dressed Atom". copies of which are avail-

able upon request.

As before, a better uncerstanding of the maqnetizatlion is

required before this approach could be adapted. The next sections

describe models of how the direction of the magnetization varies

as a function of time.

3) Deve g- ent of the Coherent Switch Model of the Magnetization
M(t] by Integratinq the Landau-Lilshitz Equation

As mentioned in the previous sections, both the extension of

the early DePaola and Collins model and the dressed state tneorv

2- " '..'."- >" '<'"- ' ' .- '- ' - - >-*-*, -*--. -*-.",*-. -- -- , ,- . -, , ,- -. - -- -.- .'.-,,-.-
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of Cohen-Tannoudji are critically dependent upon the use of a

good approximation to the complex precession of the magnetization

vector, M(t) under the influence of an applied rf field. This

section describes an investigation of the solutions to the Lan-

dau- Lifshitz equation appropriate to a thin ferromagnetic foil

immersed in an rf magnetic field.

There are many solutions in the literature to the Landau-

Lifshitz equation that describe static domain walls for various
configurations of the magnetization3 12 The domain walls in

57an Fe foil of the type generally used in experiments are expec-

ted to be "180'  walls, that is walls in which the magnetization

rotates through 1800 as the wall is traversed from one side to
3,12

the other. There are fewer models of moving domain walls

than static walls. The precursive model of the demagnetizing

field developed by DePaola and Collins to describe the magnetic

fields interacting with the nuclear moment was taken from Chenl2

He had described the concept of the magnetization rotating under

the influence of the demagnetizing field which in turn is due tz

the magnetic poles developed when the applied magnetic :iei.

causes the magnetization to precess out of its inicial plane.

Thus a moving domain wall is formed. This was the model presen-

ted by DePaola and Collins On the other hand. there .s no

reason to expect the foil to be a single domain with only one

moving domain wall.

Experimentally, it has been found that the static spectrum

of the 57Fe foil with no applied rf fieid cemonstrates the usual

six hyperfine lines. The relative intensities o the parent
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lines in this case suggest tnat the ma;ne::: :i,>d caus.n4 tne

splitting tthe magnetization) is con:inea to cne p ane ;erpen,:-

cular to the transmission axis. that is. :ne plane .-,: tne ,11.

When an rf magnetic tiel( is apple. tne spectrum :ecomes muzn

more complex. There are the usual six hvperrine I:nes paren:

lines) plus six systems of sideDands. tnat is, ansorption .':nes

displaced from the parent line by :requenckes :orrespon-in: to an

integer (positive or negative, numner tImes toe app-ei :re-

quency. The relative intensities cr the paren: lines cont:nue to

suggest that the magnetic !iela remains zon:inec to the plane

perpendicular to the transmission axis.

Thus, the internal magneti: s:ructure ot the Fe :3 c

considered to be a composite Di man'; pat.et-snaoeo m r-

crystals with the platelets alignec more 3r Less Parall',. w-:tO

the plane of the loil. ,emagnet:.ng ::eos :evelo: in -71e

volume of the platelets due to tne appearanoe :: manet: co.£s

on the surtaces. Each microcrvstal. o3r plate.e* :s :- s or. ,o

be a single domain. T- .e -nere.t sw :r.; mc.c.. tr man.--

tization at all points witnin tne :Lma. : a :n ;nase.

is, together as a unt w:tcu ne -s i. ::an. wa.. wl n-

rotation is concentratec wi- :n te . . , . -

are not ident:cal . tnere ar . o.. . .. . : " "

between the piatelets. nut ins:z t; .a._. o -7.e

is uniform. A se.or.: mC De wr-.,! :M-. :) -1 W :n I:t S

traversal of a aomaln wai. tart. a -,-.ea- o:i

sidered in section 4.

Equation i es :. .. . .. . .r n

ence o the tour magnei:- - . Mr. : n -.:.....
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previously. The problem was solved using a combination of spher-

ical polar coordinates and the Cartesian components of Mit) as

shown in Figure 8. The Cartesian components of M(t) are

M = M sin 8 cos 0 (34a)x 5

M = M sin 8 sin 0 (34b)y s

Mz = M s cos 8 (34c)

These four fields, the applied field, the magnetostatic

field. the anisotropy field, and the exchange field, will each be

considered as part of this model.

A) The Applied Field. Consistent with the initial condi-

tions, the applied magnetic field is written as

Sappt) 1 sin w i t (35)

B! The Magnetostatic Field. The Magnetostatic field is

given by

B (H M) C36)

wnere H is given by the solution to the Poisson equation

(Sr .

The distance between the point of integration, i surroundeC by

the volume ot integration dV. and the point j. at which H Is to

ne evaluated, is denoted by r... The first integral is taken

tnroughout the entire volume of th? magnetized body. The second

integral is taken over the entire surface ot the magnetized bocv,

n being tne inwardlv cirectec unit vector normal to tne surface.

The magnetostatic field is best considered on a case- by-

case Dasis. The aivergence ot a vector field is a measure of the

sources or 'sinks" of that vector within a volume. Since the

p

• . , , , , .,..., - N - - . *.... .v ,. ,. .... . . , ,,
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magnitude of M remains the same throughout the boay. Civ M = U.

The first integral resembles the volume integration of a charge

density equal to div M which vanishes throughout the volume.

The second integral resembles an integration of a surface

charge density over a surface. The non-zero magnetic pole

density arises from the discontinuity of M at the surface and the

continuity boundary requirement on B and T. If M has a component

normal to the surface, the magnetic pole density is (M'nj on the

surface. As the applied magnetic field increases parallel to

the x axis, the magnetization begins to precess about the applied

field, and M(t) moves out of the xy plane. A magnetic pole

density develops on the faces of the foil parallel to the x,

plane (boundary conditions on B and H) These magnetic poles,

whose density is given by - M (t), are the source of the magneto-

static field, which then simplifies to the single term.

Hd (t) - . -M cos 8 e . (38)

C) The Anisotropy Field. The ferromagnetic foil is assumec

to consist of many small microcrystals shaped like platelets or

microfoils". This is consistent with the amDlitude !JstriDution

of the observed six-line spectrum in the absence of any applied

field which is a rather sensitive function oi the average

orientation of the magnetization of each domain in tne sample.

A magnetic material is said to nave an easy or preferrec

direction of magnetization if a minimum energy state is oz.ained

by having the magnetization lying along this easy Cirection. Tn

a uniaxial material (the approximation used for eacn platelet 0!

the ferromagnetic foil), any deviation of Mit) away from tne easy

N N
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direction by an angle (0-0 ) results in an increase in the energyo

density which may be accurately represented2  by the expression
- ]. The anisotropy constant K has units of energy/vo-

lume.

The effect of anisotropy is often represented 3 by an

equivalent (but fictitious) magnetic field which lies along the

easy direction of the crystal. The exchange field and the

anisotropy field are derived in the same way: the expression for

the inte.action energy is derived from basic principles and then

a fictitious magnetic field is deduced which yields the same

functional expression for the energy, based on the relation,

P n =-12)4 M-H. (29)-int o

A unit vector in the direction of the easy axis. as shown in

Figure 8, is designated e Thus the anisotropy field is given

by

H = Q (Me ,) e , Q M sin 9 cos(O o "40)
a x x S x

where

e , = cos 0 e + sin 0 e V411x' x oy

/and where Q = 2K U4' is a parameter of the crVstal. TheandwhreQ:(2u ..s

angle 0 is the acute angle between the easy axis anc te :x i:::s

ot the toil coordinates.

D0 The Exchange Field. Since tne magnetization at ever,7

point within the domain precesses in the same manner. that is,

in the domain where

Mir.t) = R(7dr1,t) . 2

the exchange field is zero. However, in materials wnert

depends on the position of the point of oDservazon. such as in a
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Landau-Lifshitz wall, the "exchange field" ititious: :s iven

by
r .t C 2A/, - M r .t 43'

0Os

where A is a constant of the material.

The total magnetic field F in equation ,2) is the Sum o: the

fields given in equations (35), (38) and 140':

o app " d a

The equations of motion of the components of Mt" zan :e

reduced and combined to yield equations for dt/dt and d9/It in

terms of the components of F.

sin 8 (do/dt = - vyF [ (A/M )sin z + cos o cos t:x

+ vIF [ (A/M )cos 6 - sin o ccs 8! 451

+ v!F, sin 8

(dg/dt) -!YF [ sin t - (A/M s cos b cos 8x 5

yI!F Y cos t + IA!M , sin 0 cos 8 (46y s

- y! F_ (A,'M I sin 9

The components of the total magnetic tield F are given below.

: - MH sinsin 9 cos[t-t- sin "47a

F = MQsIn DSz- Sy s D

F - oM cos8 4

These are first order dilferentials :n -:me :-it very. z:rn

cated functions ot the angles 9 an1 t. A : -m. was .. t . .. . .

FORTRAN for the Hewlett-Packard Series _'30'56 -pu-er in wnir.

the angles 8 and o were nuilt uD in small steps :rom tne in~tia

conditions to obtain the manetizat1-n An e:amc: e s, u"D .n

is shown in Figure 9A.

L" 
w onds 4" it 

".w '"""on""m:." 

# 
- "'"'" 

a . . -" "-- " "-"."#% 
. . . . . ."• 

. , . e"•"-"""".



The motion o! PMW seen in Figure 3A is qut consistent

with the expectations reached by pure.1y qualitativ± ar.-uments. At

t=O. the magnetization .1ies in tne piane o: tne 3t 'y

ra,.ians along the easy axi~s at an initiai an;,,e a s sumeU4t

be 0.25 radian in tnis example. T init.il an ,Q_ ar>: : ar

solution parameters. As the magne.2tosatz !teJi nzr=as_-s tnr3U-,-n

te precession of MWt o3ut ot tne -:,, -.1ane, tnIe e _

magnetostati:_ :leld !in -.le: z ire,_ti_-r;--- omp i - v .-" _ ;n a :es rne

,not -n M causin;, it. to rotate in tne xv p n e 7 a;:v

until it nears tne easy axis. Atter sin w.t reacries its maximum

anj negins to decrease. tne M zbegins to. iecreas? as M t, re _nE

to t-,e xy pliane. 'he magnetiza-ion now a_-s : -~e ez

nut antiparallel to its initial crection. . CIC-1 mot c V.

pr-3ceeds in a s imi Iar manner t nro-un tne sec~n n:cce C: tn

appl~e ie. -- 1 t.%iou,-n te motro is 9Ltte izct t: e

through -3 0~ trom ,tt I :os-tion,

Thie angle oit )as a tunctio.n time :s also: wr:n iu

between tne easy direct.ion an.i rec::r

area ~a rIvs ow r e-

aqu 1iz 3r 1Um-lP- 2n Tne s nr. tr n 7.

a ras tD 7 n i zre wn:r :rl.: n ~ anc a~~

aquilibIrium orc~n ~ etr m~~.r

trne rainet izat ion w*. r a- n:-: .... .. .. ..n.

rezmotr~n :r e .fjo U: z n ~ M n z.

-V ~ ~ p~ '% e~ F i v-v.~*-. r%~'%%%~~ e*%'~.'%- D,% w 1
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to confirm this initially surprising result.

Figures 10A and IOB show the dependence of the motion of

Mt) on the initial value of the angle q for the values of 80

egual to 910 ana 8 9
c . respectively. From these figures it is

evident that the starting value of 8 determines the direction ofo

the initial rotation only. After the initial cycle, the benavior

of M(t) is tne same in all three cases. Since the magnetization

is expected to lie in the plane of the foil (which minimizes the

magnetostatic energy) only values near 900 can be realistic. The

maximum expected deviation from 900 would be on the order of

68 - !thickness of the foil/l.inear dimension of the foil)0

~ 5 x 10 m / 1 x 10 - m 0.03 deqree

For this reason, an initial value of 8 900 is considered0

reasonaDle.

Finally, parameter studies have shown tnat for smail values

of H and/or certain values o! 0 the direction o: magnetization

in the !oil does not switch. This is consztent with the picture

above in that tne applied tield never deve.ops enoun .nteraction

energy tD overcome the ettective an:sotropv energy za rrr K

The most important output ot tn-s model is the decomposition

:* sin b and cos t t in terms of narmonics ol tne 3pped

: d, , trequencv. The amplitudes o! the narmon::s te,..n o .o tn?

input to tne program !or solutions to tne time depercent

Dcnroedinger equation from whicn sijenand intenszties are

computeq acc:rorin to one or another o! tne approacnes einc

discussed. The amplitudes o: the harmonic ecomzs~t'.ns o! cDS

St ; a nc sin o t versus the orcer ox tne harmcn:c are snown :n

" ef P ¢ @ .
.

- -' .," ',,. ,'. .- '.,'v • .,,' '¢,,2,. ,.n ,,. .- ,,.,. - ..,..-,-.-..-.-, -.o-,,, ,,.



Figure 11 for a t,/ical set o input parameters

Since this type of numerical ntegration of the Lancau-

Liishitz equation must be condsidered "exact" to witnin the

limits of numerical methoas, its principal shortcoming is Tnat

coherence is limited to a single domain. The possible importance

of domain walls is consicered next. That is. this picture

requires the magnetization of the entire domain to switcn without

the presence of a moving aomain wail.

4' The Domain Wall Passage Mode3

In the coherent switching mocel, magnetization within the

domain is required to rotate uniformly (equation 42). it is also

possible io the direction of the magnetization to change by

means of passage of a domain wall through the material.

There are several different kinds of comain walls, for

example the 900 wall where the direction changes by 900. and c the

!80 wall between two domains wnose magnetizations are

antiparallel. An example containing a 180 wall is snown in

Figure 12.

The position and shape ot a domain wall is ceterminea ny tne

minimization of all the interaction enerqi-s. T n -az" s .

an appliec magnetic tield. tne comain walls remain static. 'hen

a magnetic field is applied. the domain wall moves in suhn a wa'

tnat tte volume of the domain wnose magnetization Ls parallel t o

the applied field increases. The static and moving coman wa IS

will be discussed next.

A) The Static Domain Wall.

Within the domain wall, the direction of M r:tates wnile its

magnitude remains fixec at the saturation value M
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The fundamental equation of micromagnetics states that the

torque, given by the vector product of the magnetization and the

total magnetic field, must vanish at every point in a medium

which is in magnetostatic equilibrium. That is,

(R x F) =0. (48)

For an infinitely long sample, the H field calcaulated from

equation (37) is neglible. Since the magnitude of M remains

constant, the divergence vanishes. There is no normal component

of M at the surface of the sample, except either on faces which

are far removed in the z direction from the point of observation

or at the very small area where the domain wall meets the

surface. Therefore. the contribution to ; from the magnetostatic

field is simply UoM by equation (37).

However, since M is not uniform within the wall. there is a

contribution from the exchange field. The easy direction ot

magnetization is taken to be parallel to the z axis. The

components of F are

= -(2K /M2 ) M + (2A/M ) V2M + " M (49a_1x u s x s x 0 xI

Fz (2A/M 2z 2oz 49b)

In this case there is assumed to be no applied magnetic

field, so that H a 0. The equation determining the spatial
app

dependence of M is obtained by substituting equations (49a) and

(49b) into equation (48).

A - I d I I I = 0
I- T M -\.

I\ d. x dy-/ s x/ S
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which is an ordinary differential equation since M is a function

of y only. The components of M may be written

M = M sin 8 LSla
x S

M = M cos8 51b)

and the solution is found to be

+ tan(8/2) = exp (y!) (52)

where a is the well known wall-width parameter,

A (A/K ) 1/2 (53)u

One should note that the angle 8 is that angie 8 defined in

Figure 12.

The choice of sign in equation (52) indicates that the

domain wall may have either a clockwise or an anticlockwise screw-

sense associated with the rotation of M in the x: plane. The

components of M are

M : - M5 tanh (y/a) (54a)x

M : = M sech (y/a) ',(54b)

B] The Moving Domain Wall.

In 1935 Landau and Lifshitz applied their equation [equation

(2)] to the case of the motion of the -tatic aomain wali

structure described above. They assumed that. although the wall

was moving due to the influence ot the appiiec magnetic fielc.

the wall structure remained almost identical to its previous

static structure fequations (54a) and L54bi]. That is. they

assumed a "rigid wall structure".

If the wall moves as a rigid structure, then tne spatial

derivatives of M are defined. If the wall moves at a constant

velocity, the time derivatives are defined as well. The probiem

%I
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becomes algebraic and may be solved at any convenient point, such

as the center of the domain wall. At the center of the comain

wall, M : M and M z 0. The other assumption wnich toilows,x s z

once a rigid wall model is adopted, is that the anisotropy field

and the exchange field remain antiparalle! to M in the moving

wall as in the stationary wall. Then only the applied field must

be considered.

The domain on the left in Figure 13A is magnetized in the

same direction as the applied field and consequently grows

through the motion of the wall to the right with velocity v.

This figure only shows M in the two domains and at the center of

the wall, assuming a positive screw-sense of the rotation. Here

only B enters into equation (37):

(dM /dt) = !YIM B 55a"y s z

CdM /dt) = !YIABz z

The damping constant, A, can only be cetermrned

experimentally by ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) on single

crystal, spherically-shaped samples. in general> the dimension-
-3

less ratio (A/Ms) has been found to De on t.e order of 10 or
~~less. Since CA/M 1 0 3.=

. S. equation !'5a) is the more importants

of the two. This equation indicates that the proposal that the

wall can move forward under the influence of the ap:.ie,: tel>e,

must involve the vector M developing a component in the airectien

of motion. It is not possible to assume that the wall is rmallv

rigid and maintains exactly the same form which it has wnen

stationary. As shown in Figure 13B, M must tilt by the angle D

to satisfy equation (55a).

At the center of the wall. tne components of are
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M = M cos (56a)x s

M = M sin 0 (56b)y s

M 0 .

In the original development of the mocel, Lancau anc

Lifshitz continued to assume that the contributions to F cue to

the exchange and anisotropy fields remain antiparallel to M. as

when 0=0. The component M is assumed to have the same form asz

given in equation (54b). Then equation (37) is solved using only

the magnetostatic field and the applied field.

-(dM /dt) = lYI sin (B [M - Au M cos 0 sin 0] (57a)
X ZS OS

(dM /dt) = -Y cos 0 [B M - ABz M cos 0 sn t] L57ni
y z s 0Os

+(dM /dt) = iI ["oM 2 cos o sin 0 + AB, r5
7 C)

z 0s

From this, one sees that domain wall motion may be visualized as

follows: as the wall moves forward, the vector M rotates aoout

V. Since M has constant magnitude and o is constant for a

constant velocity, equations (57a) and (57b, are zero. The angle

t is related to the applied field B, through

sin 2b = 12B /A) P

Since a rigid wall has been assumec. at the center o: :he

wall

Z ZZ 'Aaz /d ,Mz /3y)"Y*d' V

which when combined with 157c) leads -o an expresson :or v.
2

lv = Y! A/M s [AB, 0oMs sin t cos t"'

This gives the picture of a domain wali moving :rwa.c: a7

constant velocity v under the influence of a constant -.:y

field 3z* Combining equations (58) and (60). tne veloc- v

-lb
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given by

'2
7y aA.Ms /A)Lfl + A-/MsJ 3 z (61)

In conducting materials where eddy currents complicate the

calculations, it is possible to derive an expression for the

domain wall velocity in terms of the product o. a domain wall

mobility and the applied field, that is.

z (62)

The domain wall mobility is given by

w ocM h) 1 (63)

where Y is the conductivity and h is the thickness of the

material.

From this domain wall velocity, a tilt angle t coula be

deduced. If 0 developed to approximately 450, its maximum pos-

sible value, a significant amount of the magnetization field

might be transmitted to an adjacent material. However. it was

found that the passage of _ wall. at the surface transferred on-vl

on the order of 0.I to 10.0 H a winch was calculated to oe atapp".

tne most 20 gauss. Excitation of single non-magnetic stainless

steel foils enriched with 57Fe at this level tailec tcD snow

sicebands. Thus it was concluded tnat tne wal passage aZne

could not add significantly to the trans.er o: an e!ect lr=i a

magnetic to a non-magnetic fol! at tne levei ci macnituce seen in

experiments.

In general, computer analvses ot the sta tic .comain wal

equations in conductors yield only sout-ions in whicn sh2 magne-

tization remains parallel to the surface. A. Anaroni nas mace

extensive analyses of domain walls in conauctin: materia-I. and

his solution for a uniaxial material is snown nn iIure 14.

€. , , ,. , - , ,. . %.. .., . o . ' _" .'% ". . ".['2 '"." '_- , 2 "' ' ' ' I
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These analyses reinforce the conclusion that the eftects of

moving domain walls in conductors are insufficient to transfer

excitation to the non-magnetic foil. The problem of the transfer

of sidebands from magnetic to non-magnetic layers lies at the

focus of evolving concepts for the next year, but it must be

recognized that such transfer leads to a relatively small effect,

anyway. The largest effect, by an order-of-magnitude, is the

development of sidebands in a single magnetic foil and this seems

to be able to be described by the model synthesized from the

previous approaches as described in the following section.

5) Solutions to the Time-dependent Schroedinger Eauat ion at a

Higher Level of Approximation

A more tractable approach to the solution of the time depen-

dent Schroedinger equation discussed earlier was suggested by

Professor Paul Berman of New York University. It is similar to

some developed earlier but proves useful in more generai cases

for single foils.

In continued collaboration with Professor Berman. this

approach has been programmed for the Hewlett-Packard Series

9000/5(0 Computer and is in the process of checkout. This

approach combines the exact solution of the time dependent

Schroedinger equation for the system of the 5 7 Fe nucleus in a

ferromagnetic foil with perturbation theory solution of the

absorption of the gamma-ray photon.

Figure 7 shows the energy levels and angular momentum

assignments of the Mossbauer hyperfine transitions in Fe. Be-

fore detailing the calculations, the matrix indices of the va-
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rious states of the nucleus must oe ietined. To :vo"I tne un-

necessary complication o! carrvin; ncth _ anc M, Ssu scripts

denoting a specific !evel. eazn magnet:- suoieve. :: tne ;r-unc

state ana excited state nas been assl;nec a s.g.e inzex as

follows:

i s 2 ;r:1un " s-ate

2 is J : 2. , . 2 st3te

2 is j 3/2. M. 22 ex~e state

4 1s = 3/2. M. 1: ex cte: s ate

5 i s 3= M' 2ex:. "t s a-e

6 is 3 2 . M, -32 exc te: state'

The total Hamiltonian 0: tne .- ,.-ucieus a ::n. ammerse:

in an r? magnetic !ieI: i5 9:7en nv

H = H, V V 4
where H is tne nuc.ear Ham:.tonan w'-. .t: 3 'Ic no

0

ray interaction. The matrix H :s
Fr3 " ' 3 ''

0 U

H I S "
0 K;

In Eq . (6411 V t I s the oc tentia= ne n .7.

magnetization M,[t wji th ire nuc.els rnavir7; mane- - er.- -

( t n  ... . ..

where gi s the gvrcma;ne:- ranu :: tr"e uea.- :? N

is the nuclear magneton. an-i . .. re,:c:r - ". ani:.a.

momentum operator.
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The matrix V (t) is given by

qgM ggM_ 0 0 0 0

ggM. gM z 0 0 0 0

-LPN 0 0 3geM 3geM -  0 0 (67)
V 1 t) 21' 2

0 0 3geM geM 2geM 0

0 0 0 2geM -gM 3geM_

0 0 0 0 3geM -3geM

The geometry is the same as shown in Figure 8. If M(t) has no z

component, the diagonal elements of V1 (t) vanish. The compo-

nents of Mt) in the plane of the foil are

M+ = Mx (t) + i M y(t) : s  e - (68)

The time dependence of the angle o(t) is determined !rom the

:echniques described in Sections 3 and 4.

The coupling of the gamma ray field to the nucleus is given

b, 1,(tj. The selection rules for nuclear magnetic dipole trans-

:tions !M1 transitions) are AJ = 0, 1 and & M 0. The

matrix V (t) has the lorm

0 0 K 1 3  K1 4  K1 5  0

0 0 0 K24  K25  K26

V---------------------------------------------G9

K14 K24 0 0 0 0

K! K, 0 0

where K is the matrix element ot tne gamma ray adsorption

operator.

K , j-V cos * t!k, .70)1K

The t:me iepen ent Cchroecinger equat.on.

i A ( d; dt t a 71)
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is written for this system as
ih (da/dt) = (H° + V1(t) + V2(t)) a (72)

The problem can be divided into two parts. First, the time

dependent Schroedinger equation is solved exactly for the Hamil-

tonian, H = H 0°  V1jt). Then the solutions are used to treat

V2 (t) as a perturbation of the system.

First, the state of the system is transformed into the

interaction representation,
- -(iHot/h) -I
a e 0  b (73)

Explicitly,

ak = bk for k 1,2 (ground state)

ak = e- o t) bk for k = 3,4,5,6 (excited state).

When equation (73) is substituted into equation (72), the

equation for (db/dt) becomes

ih (db/dt) = (V I  - V') b (74)

where the V' matrix is defined by

V' = e(iHot /M) V e-(iHot/M) (75)

or

V'. = V.. e (iw ii t )  f' G )

.. = (E. - E.)/M (76b)

Since V1 (t) does not have matrix elements between the ground

state and the excited state, V'I(t) V 1l(t).

However, V2 (t) does have matrix elements linking the grounc

state to the excited state. The non-zero matrix elements of V

are

(V )13 = K13 e- i t =(V) (77a)

= K 14 e 0t = (V.)4  (77b)

I' Pd- I ( 7 7 b ). .
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(V2 )15  iK5 e o = (V (77cJ

KW e ~t =~~ (v) 77d)
'V )4 24e 0421

(V) 25  25 e i0t = (V)* (77e)

(VE)26 = K2 6 e i0 t = (V2)* 2  (77f)

The gamma ray interaction may be written as
ij t -iw t

V2 = V cos w t = (1/2) V (e Y + e iW ) (78)

The rotating wave approximation consists of neglecting all of the

terms which contain the sum of the frequencies, ±[w + wo), in

the exponential time dependence. In this approximation. the non-

zero matrix elements of V become
(V) 3  (V) 13  iAt (V (79a)

(V )14 (V) 1 4 eat (V)4 1  (79b)

(V )15  (V) 15 e iat (V) 51  (79c)

= (V) e = (V )4 2  (79d)(V)4 y24 '( 4

(V2 )25  5V) e iat = V) 5 2 9e)

(V )26  (V) 6 e at (V ) (79

where the angular frequency a is defined by

A - W .(0

'Y 0

The matrix U(t) is defined as the V'2 matrix in the rotating

wave approximation as shown in equations (79a) through (79f)

above. In the rotating wave approximation, equation (73) is

rewritten,

*N N N.
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ih (db/dt) = (V + U) (

Furthermore, the vector b may be written as the matrix product

b = expU(i/M (t')dt'] T(t) c (82)

The equation of motion for the matrix T(t) is

ih (dT(t)/dt) = V1  T(t) (83)

with the initial condition, T(t=0) = 1. the unit matrix.

The equation of motion of the vector c is now given by

Di (dc/dt) = U'(t) c (84)

where U'(t) is defined by

U'(t) = T U(t) T (85)

The matrix U'(t) has the same general form as Vi shown above

in equations (79a) through (79f). The ground states and the

excited states are now mixed as a result of both V1 and V2. The

relaxation effects of the natural decay of the excited state are

now added into equation (84),

(dc/dt) (-i/h) U'(t) c - (1/2 )j c (86)

where the matrix x is defined

0 0: 0 0 0 0
000000

0 0 0 0 0 0 (87)
0 0 0 v 00
0 0 00 y 0
0 0 0 0 0

-1

The quantity y has the dimensions (sec i and is defined as the

inverse of the natural lifetime of the excited state, Y 1,1/7).

The net absorption of the gamma rays is proportional to

6 2
Z !a (t)I for times t (2/-Yj. However.
m=3  m

%-%- t ,- k - .- °o-o....o -° ° -o. . . .,. ..
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6 7 6 ?
Z la m t l : E Ib M(ti! Z Ic [ tj!" (80)

m=3 m=3 m=3

since H and V are Hermitian. The components of cit) are given

by f t

cj(t) = (-i/ ) j U' k(t') e c k ft') dt'. (8 9 )
k = 0

For t >> (2/y), the absorption is proportional to

62
< Ick(t)I >

k=3 k

where the time average is taken over the time response o! the

detector. This completes the formal solution.

If the decay of the excited state into the ground state is

neglected, then to the zeroth order in V.,(t).

ck  c 'k(0) k = 1.2 (90)

since V2(t) does not couple the ground states, 1 ana 2, in tne

first order. Furthermore, since I1 ana V1 are Hermitian. the

amplitude ck(t) for the ground states may be written

ck(t) = ck(O) = a (O) for k 1,2 (91)

The ground state splitting is small comparec to the thermal

energy at room temperature, so that the ground states are equallv

populated. Thus.

ak(O) = (1/V2-) for k = 1.2 .92)

The absorption spectrum then becomes the resuit ot six

computational steps.

$t9 1: To determine the V1 (t) matrix given by equations ii?).

equation (68) may be expanded to

M Z M ( cos [tt + 1 sin tt) " L93)

The output ot the program written tor the conerent switchlng
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model described above includes the Fourier decomposition

amplitudes An Bn, A', and B', where

cos 0(t) = Z fAn cos n 1 t + B sin nw1t] (94)
n=0

sin 0(t) = E [A' cos nwlt + B' sin nwcti (95)
n=O n n

These amplitudes may be used as inputs which specify Vl(t).

ag 2: Step 2 is the numerical solution of equation (83) for

the matrix T(t) subject to the initial condition. T(t=0) 1.

Equation (83) is a first order differential equation for the

matrix T(t). Since the elements of the matrix (dT(t)/dt) are

known, the elements of T(t) are integrated numerically from the

initial values specified at t=O.

Ot2 3: With the elements of T(t) tabulated as a function of

time, the elements of U'(t) are calculated as a function of time.

The matrix U'(t) T U T (equation 85) is formed for a given

gamma-ray frequency w

tejp 4: The integral of equation (89) is numerically computed as

a function of time, the magnitude squared, and then the summation

over the indices of the excited states is taken. The calculation
G2

of < E Ick(t)1 > as a function of time is taken for
k=3

this value of .

stp : This summation is averaged over a time comparable to

several natural litetimes.

$Sep : Steps 1 through 5 are repeated for another value of

until the spectrum has been covered.

, ' ' -A- -A%,-.'- . . . . ..%-.,.p% ...- ,,.-
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A program which performs steps 1 through 3 has been written

and is in the process of checkout. Since these equations are

quite complicated, a simple case was chosen which could also be

verified without resorting to numerical analysis. This is the

0static case where M(t) = M5 e or 0 = 0° . The magnetization lies

in the xy plane, so the diagonal elements of V1 vanish.

With V1 given, and the splittings ol the ground and excited

levels given by

g NM s = - )g (96a)

geMNMs = + hw e  C96b)

the differential equations for the elements of T(t) are

i T = - (g/ 2
) T 2 i (97a)

i f 2 -[w /2) T (97b)

i+ = (V/3"/2 e T 4 97c)'35 e 45

i4i = (V 3 /2)e T 3 i * we T 5 j (97d)

iTj =W e T4j + (/3/2)We T (97e)

i T6 (/3/2),e T 597f)

The elements of the T matrix in this special case are found to be

T cos Kgx = T,,2 (98a)

T i sin Kx C -8b)
12 '21

(1/4) (3 cos K x + cos 3K x' = T,-PC'33 66

T34 = (-i14]CV'/] sin KeX sin 3Kex" = r ,98d)
T35 = (1/4)(N ]-cos Ke x cos 3Kex! = T 53 (8e)

*36 e e '63

T = (1/4) [cos K x 3 cos 3K x] T '98g)44 " e e 55 "

T (i/4) [sin K x - 3 sin 3K x] T4
45 /4 e e' '54 9h

T4 1/4)(N/3) f- cos K x + cos 3K xl = T46 e 64 (8

V IR F
p -. ~. .. ~-|
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T5 6  -i/4)/f3) [sin e x + sin 3x1 5  (98x! ="6e e ' "65

where, in terms of the parameters of the computer program,

x : W1 t 1"'99a 

K x = (w /2w )(Wlt) = (w /2) ,9b
Kx ( /2 )(W t) = (W /2) c

All other Tij = 0. That T is symmetric in this case is aue to

the choice M M M .. This is not the usual property of T.

The matrices T(t) and U'(t) have been calculated and

compared with the functions above. There is very good agreement.

Discrepancies are oscillatory in nature and co not seem to build

up in time. The worst case deviations of U'rt) are about 0.3%.

Work continues on this approach with the next step

being the checkout of each computational step.
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SIGNIFICANCE

To dress an isomeric state requires a certain arrangement of

nuclear .levels that would make them undetectable to conventional

techniques of nuclear spectroscopy. Our method of FMS is the

only means found to date that can be used to search for this

combination among the 29 best candidates.

In order to advance the theory of FMS during the current

reporting period we have generated a computer program to integ-

rate the Landau-Lifshitz equation for the foil geometry. Also we

are in the process of completing the checkout of the program

described in section 5 which theoretically predicts the sideband

amplitudes when the time dependence of Mtt), given by the solu-

tion of the Landau-Lifshitz equation, is known. Since this

program is rather general, it can also be utilized to predict the

Mossbauer absorption spectrum of other nuclear species embedded

in the ferromagnetic foil, for example a Sn nucleus embedded in

Fe. Further modifications of the program are planned to extend

its capacity so that more general motions of M(t) may be incorpo-

rated.

The successes to date of the new FMS apparatus !or nuclear

spectroscopy indicate that a much higher resolution, by perhaps

six orders of magnitude, can be achieved through a reasonable

upgrade of the apparatus. It the range o! tunabilitv does extend

to the ferromagnetic spin resonance (FSR frequency, then it wil

be possible to construct a swept frequency device capable of
11

continuously tuning over a range ol 10 linewidths, an enormous

improvement in the state-of-the-art of nuclear spectroscopy.
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Figure 12. The magnetization

M in a static Landau-Litshitz

180 0 domain wall. When the

magnetization lies in the

plane, there is no suriace

divergence (;.n) except over

the small region where the

domain wall cuts the surtace.

Adapted from F'igure 2.2 ot

E'erroMaanetolynamics by/ T. H.

O'Dell.
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Figure 13A. Coordinate system Figure 1B. Coordinate system

for a "rigid" domain wall lor domain wall motion in

motion under the intluence of which the magnetization is

an externally applied field tilted slightly out ol the xz

B . Adapted from Figure 2.4 ox plane. Analysis snows that

Ferromganetodvnamics by T. H. the moving wall ut develop a

O'Dell component of M which .ies

along the direction o! mo-

tion. Adapted trom Figure 2.5

ot Ferroma-netodvnamics !y

3T. H. O'Dell
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Figure 14. The magnetization in a wall region ot a permalloy '

film 0.1 "m thick. The computation ot the exact behavior ot

domain walls in conductors is based on the minimization ot the

interaction energies, including the magnetostatic energy. ft

note is the fact that the magnetization always lies paraslei to(

the surface of the conductor, thus minimizing the magnetoztatic

energy. Adapted from A. Aharoni1 I
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